In the normal auditory system, the perceived pitch of a tone is closely linked to the cochlear place of vibration. It has generally been assumed that highrate electrical stimulation by a cochlear implant electrode also evokes a pitch sensation corresponding to the electrode_s cochlear place (Bplaceĉ ode) and stimulation rate (Btemporal^code). However, other factors may affect electric pitch sensation, such as a substantial loss of nearby nerve fibers or even higher-level perceptual changes due to experience. The goals of this study were to measure electric pitch sensations in hybrid (short-electrode) cochlear implant patients and to examine which factors might contribute to the perceived pitch. To look at effects of experience, electric pitch sensations were compared with acoustic tone references presented to the non-implanted ear at various stages of implant use, ranging from hookup to 5 years. Here, we show that electric pitch perception often shifts in frequency, sometimes by as much as two octaves, during the first few years of implant use. Additional pitch measurements in more recently implanted patients at shorter time intervals up to 1 year of implant use suggest two likely contributions to these observed pitch shifts: intersession variability (up to one octave) and slow, systematic changes over time. We also found that the early pitch sensations for a constant electrode location can vary greatly across subjects and that these variations are strongly correlated with speech reception performance. Specifically, patients with an early low-pitch sensation tend to perform poorly with the implant compared to those with an early high-pitch sensation, which may be linked to less nerve survival in the basal end of the cochlea in the low-pitch patients. In contrast, late pitch sensations show no correlation with speech perception. These results together suggest that early pitch sensations may more closely reflect peripheral innervation patterns, while later pitch sensations may reflect higher-level, experience-dependent changes. These pitch shifts over time not only raise questions for strict place-based theories of pitch perception, but also imply that experience may have a greater influence on cochlear implant perception than previously thought.
INTRODUCTION
The cochlear implant is a surgical intervention for severe hearing loss that uses an electrical device to stimulate the auditory nerve directly, bypassing the receptor cell pathway, which has been damaged as a result of hearing loss. It is a highly successful strategy for treating deafness, even though it is not yet fully clear how this device works in conjunction with the human brain. In the normal auditory system, basilar membrane frequency tuning is tonotopic, systematically increasing from one end (apex) to the opposite end (base); this tonotopicity is preserved in the hair cells and associated nerve fibers up to and including the auditory cortex. To approximate frequency selectivity and tonotopicity with a cochlear implant, each electrode in the implant is positioned at a different location in the cochlea.
Correct allocation of acoustic frequencies to individual electrodes may be important for music and speech recognition (Dorman et al. 1997; Fu and Shannon 1999a,b; Faulkner et al. 2003; Baskent and Shannon 2004) , although some studies suggest that implant users can adapt over time to spectrally shifted speech-frequency mappings (Rosen et al. 1999; Fu et al. 2005) .
Previous pitch-ranking studies in traditional cochlear implant users have indicated that both electrode location (place pitch cues) and stimulation rate (temporal pitch cues) can influence the perceived pitch (e.g., Tong et al. 1982; Shannon 1983; Townshend et al. 1987; McKay et al. 2000) . For instance, a more basal electrode will elicit a higher pitch than a more apical one, and a higher stimulation rate will elicit a higher pitch than a lower rate, up to around 300 Hz where the rate pitch cue saturates. However, the absolute relationship of these parameters to pitch, especially electrode location (place pitch), is unclear from this literature. Is the perceived frequency determined by the dendritic nerve fibers in that region of the cochlea, or does the electrical current travel farther to stimulate axons or spiral ganglion cells in the modiolus? What if there are only sparse areas of surviving nerve? Finally, how does the central auditory system respond to this change in input, i.e., the potentially very different patterns of stimulation by the implant, and does this have any influence on pitch perception?
A previous major obstacle to addressing this question was that most cochlear implant patients had almost no residual hearing in the opposite ear for an objective comparison of pitch. However, in recent years, due to the increasing success rates of cochlear implants, implantation criteria have been relaxed to allow implantation of patients with less severe hearing loss. There have been a few studies of absolute implant pitch perception, with generally mixed results. Three studies comparing implant pitch sensations to acoustic tone references have found pitch sensations to be variable, ranging from one to three octaves lower than expected from electrode location on the basilar membrane (Blamey et al. 1996b; Dorman et al. 1994; Boex et al. 2006) . Another study that looked indirectly at pitch sensations through contralateral masking patterns also found pitch sensations to be mainly lower than predicted ( James et al. 2001) . Just one other study found implant pitch sensations to be generally consistent with cochlear location (Eddington et al. 1978) .
Recently, a new type of implant, the Iowa/Nucleus hybrid implant (Gantz and Turner 2003; Turner et al. 2004) , has been designed specifically for those with significantly more residual hearing than the typical implant candidate. This hybrid (short electrode) cochlear implant is a shorter, thinner version of the traditional cochlear implant and is implanted only into the basal, or high frequency, region of the cochlea without directly affecting usable low-frequency acoustic hearing. These patients also typically have considerable residual hearing in the opposite, unimplanted ear and can often match the pitch sensations between the two ears to frequencies as high as 2-4 kHz.
Furthermore, as the hybrid implant is only implanted into the basal region of the cochlea, nerve survival in this region may be a predictive factor for speech reception performance. Previous studies of traditional cochlear implants have not found correlations between nerve survival and speech perception (Nadol et al. 2001; Khan et al. 2005) , but the hybrid implant may differ in that it is more localized, and local nerve survival may be relatively more important for this type of implant than other factors. Specifically, greater local nerve survival in the cochlear base would presumably mean more discrete stimulation of nearby neurons by individual electrodes, leading to better speech discrimination performance. Conversely, less nerve survival in the base would mean broad and nonspecific stimulation of neurons further away toward the apex, leading to poorer speech discrimination performance. Pitch may be useful as an indirect indicator of nerve survival, i.e., high pitch sensations may indicate basal nerve survival and low pitch sensations may indicate no basal nerve survival.
To investigate the effects of experience on electric pitch perception, we studied pitch perception in adult hybrid cochlear implant subjects over various durations of implant use ranging from initial device hookup to 5 years. We found that perceived pitch from the most apical electrode can shift over long time periods of a year or more and by more than two octaves in some patients. We also investigated whether there is a relationship between pitch perception and speech understanding in hybrid implant users. The results suggest a relatively strong predictive value for early pitch sensations measured before 1 year of implant experience, but not late pitch sensations.
METHODS

Subjects
These studies were conducted according to the guidelines for the protection of human subjects as set forth by the Institutional Review Board (IRB) of the University of Iowa, and the methods employed were approved by that IRB.
Eighteen adult hybrid cochlear implant subjects, with ages ranging from 19 to 75 at age of implantation, participated in this study. As described in the introduction, the hybrid implant is a shorter, thinner version of the traditional cochlear implant and is implanted only into the basal, or high frequency, region of the cochlea. The goal is to provide electric hearing to regions of profound hearing loss without affecting residual low-frequency hearing (Gantz and Turner 2003; Turner et al. 2004) . Because of the shorter length, the most apical electrode in the hybrid implant is implanted approximately 10.5 mm from the cochlear base. There are six active electrodes in the hybrid version (compared with 22 active electrodes for the regular Nucleus 24 or Freedom), each spaced about 0.8 mm apart. Postoperative x-rays in several subjects demonstrate a smooth banana-shaped gentle curve to the electrode in the base of the cochlea. It is unlikely that there have been any electrode shifts, as the speech perception scores continue to improve in most over time. The relative simplicity of this insertion (straight insertion into the basal region with small variance of angle) suggests less variability in insertion depth compared to traditional electrodes that must negotiate cochlear turns. When potential variability due to angle or cochlear length is accounted for, the Greenwood frequency-place function for the basilar membrane predicts a pitch sensation between 2,800 and 4,700 Hz for the most apical electrode (Greenwood 1990; Leake et al. 2006) . The remaining electrodes would have correspondingly higher frequencies.
Of these 18 subjects, pitch data were collected for 12 subjects over various time points during implant use, and for the remaining six subjects, over only one time point. The latter subjects were only sampled once because they were from out of town (other clinical centers) or could not pitch match within their residual frequency range at other time points. Note that while the first group_s pitch data are shown as a function of time in Figures 2, 4 , and 5, the second group_s pitch data are only included (along with the first group_s data) in the correlations of speech with pitch, as described below.
Speech perception was tested using subjects_ everyday MAP frequency allocations (table of speech processor frequency allocations for each electrode) and signal processing strategies [all used an advanced combinational encoder (ACE) strategy with rates ranging from 720 to 2,400 pps; five channels in two subjects where an electrode was deactivated; six channels in all other subjects]. The hybrid subjects_ ages, durations of implant use, ipsilateral low-frequency hearing loss (all have a profound loss at frequencies above 1,000 Hz), ipsilateral hearing aid use, processor type, MAP frequency range, and best speech reception scores (speech materials described in Speech reception testing section below) are shown in Table 1 . Most subjects had a gradual onset of hearing loss with unknown etiology; therefore, duration of hearing loss and etiology were not analyzed.
Note in particular the relatively low MAP frequency allocation ranges compared to the actual implant intracochlear location. Hybrid implant patients typically prefer a MAP with a lower and broader frequency allocation by the speech processor. If given a choice of total frequency allocation ranges of 600-8,000 Hz, 1,500-8,000 Hz, or 3,000-8,000 Hz (to be divided among six electrodes), most will choose the lowest and broadest frequency range, most likely because the widest range of frequencies provides the greatest speech information.
Electric to acoustic pitch matches
Clinical or research software from Cochlear (R126/ Custom Sound or NIC) was used to stimulate a single electrode in the hybrid implant, most often electrode 6 or the most apical electrode in the implant. When there was time and a sufficient audible frequency range in the contralateral ear to match higher frequencies, the more basal electrodes 4 and 2 were also tested. The electrode ground was always monopolar (MP1+2). Electrical stimuli were presented at C-level or Bloud but comfortable^current level. A high pulse rate was always used to Bsaturate^tempo-ral effects on pitch perception, i.e., rates of at least 800 pulses per second (pps), usually 1,000 or 1,200 pps, were used so that any pulse rate effects would be invariant. No significant changes in pitch perception were observed with variations in current level or pulse rates above 800 pps ( Fig. 7; see results) .
Sennheiser HD-25 headphones were used to play acoustic tones to the non-implanted ear. Depending on method, either an analog tone generator/attenuator or Creative Labs EMU 1818M sound card/TDT PA4 digital attenuator was used to generate and play the acoustic tones.
Two methods, one manual and one computerized, were used to match electric pitches to acoustic tone references. Both methods gave similar results and are described below.
Generally, electric stimuli were presented first, followed by an interstimulus interval delay, then acoustic tone stimuli. Subjects were instructed to rate whether the acoustic tone was higher, lower, or similar in pitch, while ignoring loudness (loudness roving was not used because maximum audibility, and thus, maximum sound level was desired in the frequency range of greatest hearing loss, often at the highest frequencies). Acoustic tone frequency was varied until the range of similar pitches was bracketed. If a patient was unable to bracket the perceived pitch with acoustic tones presented to the non-implanted ear (usually due to an inability, due to severe hearing loss, to hear acoustic tones higher in pitch than the electric stimulation), then no pitch match data were recorded Asterisks indicate subjects that lost residual hearing after implantation. Months at last pitch test refer primarily to the last time of pitch testing, not speech testing which could be tested at later times. Only the low-frequency hearing loss is described since all Hybrid patients had profound high-frequency hearing loss. *This subject lost 930 dB of residual hearing in the implant ear after implantation.
for that session. If there was doubt about the patient_s ability to pitch match, or otherwise ignore loudness effects, they were tested on Bpractice^runs of pitch ranking of different acoustic tones presented to the contralateral ear. Data were not included if the patient was unable to perform acoustic-acoustic pitch ranking, or if the patient_s responses were highly inconsistent (e.g., responses did not vary monotonically from Bacoustic lower^to Bsame^to Bacoustic higher^with increasing frequency, or responses were not consistent within one octave when a tone was repeated) within a single-pitch matching session. In the manual method, three electric pulse trains of 500 ms duration and interstimulus interval were presented via Cochlear clinical software (R126 or Custom Sound), and then three acoustic pulsed pure-tones were presented immediately with the tone generator at an audible sound level. Acoustic tones were randomly selected by the experimenter within a decreasing frequency range to bracket the matching pitch range.
In the computerized method, acoustic tones were first loudness matched at all audible frequencies in one-octave steps to electric pulses using a threealternative (lower, higher, or same), up-down protocol, first two runs in 10 dB and then six runs in 4-dB steps. The loudness-matched sound level was taken to be the average of the reversals for the 4-dB steps. For pitch matching, one electric pulse train of 400-ms duration (generated with the NIC software) and one acoustic tone of 400-ms duration (generated with the sound card and digital attenuator) were presented alternately with a 400-ms interstimulus interval. The stimulus order was randomized, with either the electric or acoustic stimulus occurring first. Acoustic tones were selected either to converge in a twoalternative forced choice up-down task (Levitt 1971) or a Latin squares pseudorandom sequence (to minimize stimulus sequence effects on pitch comparisons). In both tasks, subjects were instructed to indicate which stimulus was higher in pitch. In the up-down task, the first 4 runs were in one-octave steps, and the last 12 runs were in one-fourth-octave steps. In the randomized task, a Latin-square sequence of audible frequencies in one-octave steps were presented to estimate a two-octave range of pitch match, and then similarly, frequencies in onefourth octave steps over this two-octave range were presented to narrow down the pitch match. The pitch matches were computed as the average of the last six reversals in the up-down task or the 50% point in the psychometric function for one-fourthoctave step frequencies in the randomized task.
These two methods often gave similar results in pitch matches (within the error seen in a single day), as shown in Figure 1a . Generally, the manual method was used to collect the majority of the initial data points (shown as circles in Figs. 2, 4, and 5), due to both time constraints and the greater flexibility and utility of feedback from subjects. The computerized methods were used to collect additional data points and to verify that pitch matches obtained manually were independent of loudness cues; these data are typically represented when multiple data points for a single time are shown (shown in Figs. 2, 4, 5, and 7 as triangles and squares for up-down and random methods, respectively).
Speech reception testing
To determine how pitch sensations relate to performance with the implant, pitch sensations were compared with speech reception performance. Subjects were tested on discrimination of 16 consonants presented in a /a/-consonant-/a/ context (Turner et al. 1995) . Each consonant was spoken by four different talkers. Performance was tested under the electric-alone condition and under the acoustic + electric and acoustic-alone conditions, if there was time. The latter two conditions were conducted via loudspeaker with the non-implant ear plugged, while stimuli in the electric-only condition were presented via a direct electric connection. Speech scores under the electric-only condition were comparable with speech scores under loudspeaker with both ears plugged and muffed, but not ear plugs alone (ear plugs provide G30 dB of attenuation, not sufficient for subjects with mild low-frequency hearing losses). All experiments were conducted in a sound-attenuating booth. Speech reception was tested at various times along with the pitch match data; some of these data are shown in Figure 2b . However, to determine if pitch predicts long-term speech scores, scores were compared with both early and late pitch sensations only after speech reception performance had reached long-term asymptotic levels (97 months after implant hookup).
RESULTS
Acoustic to electric pitch matches
Five subjects had multiple pitch matches for the most apical electrode over very long time periods ranging from 2-5 years of implant use. These pitch matches over time are shown in the left column of Figure 2 as the linear center of the pitch-matched range (range of frequencies matched to the electric pitch as Bsimilar^, e.g., gray shaded area in Fig. 1a) . The entire pitch-matched range (range of frequencies considered Bsimilar^) for each data point is also shown as vertical lines around each data point; these ranges or brackets are generally on the order of onehalf-to one-octave wide (e.g., Fig. 1a,b; Fig. 7 ). Note that these vertical lines represent bracketed pitch match ranges, not standard deviations (variance). The variance of the data is indicated instead by the scatter of individually plotted repeat estimates, at times when repeat estimates were taken.
These results show that the absolute pitch sensations for three out of five of these subjects (S2, S6, and S7) clearly dropped in frequency over time and by more than two octaves for two of these subjects. The fourth subject (S10) was slightly different from the others in that there was a bimodal pitch match to two different frequency regions at the latest time point, apparent in the two groups of pitch data points at 28 months in the left column of Figure 2 ; this is further illustrated by the pitch psychometric function for this same subject shown in Figure 1b . In other words, the psychometric function shows that there were, in fact, two frequency regions where the subject was 50% likely to say that the acoustic pitch was higher, which suggests that there were two frequency regions heard as similar in pitch to the electric pitch (in Fig. 2 , only the lower pitch estimate from this method is plotted for clarity). The lower pitch would suggest a drop in this subject_s perceived pitch over time, but the presence of the higher pitch suggests no change. The presence of bimodal pitches also suggests a possibility that this subject may be undergoing a sudden, rather than, gradual transition in pitch sensations, i.e., the subject may be matching both the Bold^and Bnew^pitch sensation.
The fifth subject (S5) showed a slight increase in pitch over time. Note that this subject differed from the others in that the earliest pitch sensation recorded at 12 months was a relatively low rather than high pitch.
While some variability over short time scales is evident for all subjects, this variability is within the range of error seen in a single day (as large as one-half to one octave). The changes in pitch sensation seen in two of the subjects over the long time scales shown are much larger than this variability over short time scales and the one-half-to one-octave brackets typically observed. From the available data for these subjects, it is unclear whether these pitch changes occur gradually over a long time scale (some continuous function) or suddenly at some unknown time between measurements (a step function); hence, the dashed-dot lines.
Also shown for comparison are these same subjects_ speech perception scores over time (Fig. 2 , right column) and audiograms over time (Fig. 3) . The right column of Figure 2 shows that the speech perception scores either remained the same or improved slightly over the same time period as the changes in pitch sensation, suggesting that speech FIG. 2. Pitch sensations and speech performance of five individual subjects plotted over long time scales (92 years). Left column: mean values of pitch matches of the most apical electrode (electrode 6) tended to change after 12 or more months of implant use (indicated by vertical dotted line), sometimes by more than two octaves. Different symbols indicate different methods of pitch matching: manual (circles), pseudorandomized (triangles), or up-down task (squares). The dot-dashed lines indicate the averages of the manually estimated pitch matches over time. The entire pitch-matched range (range of frequencies considered Bsimilar^) for each data point is also shown as solid vertical lines around each data point; except for some early data points where the Bsimilar range^is estimated as 1/2 octaves wide and plotted as thick gray vertical lines around each data point. A small amount of variability over short time scales is evident for subjects S2 and S6; this variability is within the range of error seen in a single day (as large as 1/2-1 octave), and much smaller than the change seen over long time scales. Subject S10, however, has a large variability at the last measurement, which is explained by the presence of two regions of pitch match psychometric function from the random method (see Fig. 1b ). Right column: speech scores over time for the same subjects. Both acoustic + electric combined scores (gray filled triangles) and electric-only scores (black open circles) are shown over time. Speech scores either did not change or improved slightly over the same time period of the pitch change.
understanding was not affected significantly by the change in perceived pitch and also supporting the assumption that the status of the peripheral auditory system remained stable throughout the time course of the measurements. For the one subject S10 whose speech scores were initially poor (at the level of chance), scores were found to improve at later testing around 28 months. The likely reason for the abnor- mally low speech score at 12 months was that this speech score was derived with the experimental SPEAR processor (patient was using both SPEAR and Nucleus 24 processors at the time, but Bhatedt he SPEAR processor); patient performed much better when tested with the Nucleus 24 processor at 28 months. Figure 3 shows that the subjects_ residual hearing did not change significantly over time, especially in the contralateral (non-implanted) ear. Audiograms in the ipsilateral (implanted) ear changed by 20-30 dB in two out of five subjects (Fig. 3, left column) , while audiograms in the contralateral (non-implanted ear) did not change significantly over time for all five subjects (Fig. 3, right column) . The important aspect of this figure is that the contralateral hearing used as the acoustic reference for electric pitch matches did not change. Therefore, a change in contralateral hearing thresholds, known to cause diplacusis (Albers and Wilson 1968), does not explain the changes in pitch sensation over time.
It is also highly unlikely that these pitch changes are due to peripheral changes in electrode position or cochlear structure as a result of implantation trauma because electrode impedances, threshold and comfort electrical stimulation levels, and electrically evoked compound action potentials all showed little or no change in these subjects after the first few months of implantation up to at least 1 year of implant use (not shown); this is typical of adult cochlear implant patients, in general, where these parameters are constant for at least 2 years (Hughes et al. 2001) .
Additional data are shown for seven other subjects at shorter time scales in Figures 4 and 5 ; again, the entire pitch-matched bracket (range of frequencies considered Bsimilar^) for each data point is also shown as vertical lines around each data point.
The two subjects in Figure 4 exhibited atypical, nonsystematic changes in pitch sensation over time. Subject S17 had highly variably pitch matches, even within a single day. Subject S21, on the other hand, exhibited an interesting and systematic rise in pitch from 300 to as high as 4,000 Hz over hookup to 3 months, then a systematic fall in pitch from 3 to 7-8 months, after which the pitch seemed to stabilize. However, while the pitch changed nonsystematically over time for these subjects, the speech scores showed either no change or gradual improvements, as for the subjects in Figure 2 . Figure 2 . Left column: S17 had highly variable pitch matches even within a single session, suggesting an inability to reliably match pitch. S21 exhibited a systematic rise in pitch up to 3 months, then a drop in pitch subsequently which appears stabilized at 7-8 months. Right column: As with the other subjects, speech scores either did not change or improved slightly over the same time period of the pitch change.
The remaining five subjects appeared to have pitch functions that changed systematically and gradually over time, if at all, as shown in Figure 5 . Specifically, two out of five of these subjects (S11 and S22) showed a decrease in pitch over time, while two out of five subjects (S19 and S16) showed an increase in pitch over time. The remaining subject, S25, had broader pitch brackets and within-session variability than the others, and it remains to be seen whether there will be any significant changes over time. Interestingly, the two subjects whose pitch dropped over time in this group also had the two highest early pitch matches of this group, at around 2,000 Hz, compared with 500-1,000 Hz for the subjects whose pitch increased over time.
It should be noted that one of these subjects (S11) did perceive two tones from implant stimulation of a single electrode, but these two tones were not far apart in frequency, and this subject also occasionally perceived two tones in the non-implant ear as well (monaural diplacusis).
There is a smaller amount of data for the other, more basal electrodes, mainly because these electrodes tend to elicit a higher pitch sensation that is often increasingly more difficult to match to an audible acoustic frequency due to the high-frequency hearing loss in the contralateral ear. These data are shown in Figure 6 for four subjects (S11, S10, S19, and S21); note that unlike Figures 2, 4 , and 5, the pitch-matched ranges of each data point are not shown here for clarity, but are usually of a similar range, i.e., one-half-to one-octave wide. The results for these electrodes are mixed; it is not yet clear whether pitch sensations for these electrodes follow the same trends as seen for electrode 6.
We also measured the effects of current level and pulse rate on pitch sensations in one subject (S21 at 9 months). Figure 7 shows the results obtained using the manual (circles) and randomized (triangles) methods. Clearly, current level does not change the pitch match range significantly for either method (Fig. 7a) . While pitch ranges were slightly higher overall for the randomized method in this case, this was not a consistent effect, as the bottom row of Figure 4 shows that in this same subject, the randomized method could yield both lower or higher pitches than the manual method at 8 months or identical pitches at 12 months. These differences due Figure 2 may be gradual. The last data point for S16 is marked with an arrow to indicate that an acoustic pitch match could not be found at the latest time point (the electric pitch sensation was higher than the audible frequency range of this subject, indicated by thin horizontal line).
to method were also small compared to the changes over time in this subject (compare to 1 and 3 months results, gray triangles/lines). Similarly, changing the pulse rate from 1,200 to 1,800 pps yielded a similar pitch matched range (randomized method; Fig. 7b ).
As noted earlier for Figures 2 and 5, the subjects whose pitch dropped over time also had the highest early pitch matches. This suggests that changes in pitch over time are driven by experience with the implant, such as the speech frequencies mapped to the processor. These speech processor frequencies can differ markedly from the predicted Greenwood frequencies for the hybrid electrode insertion depth, and this difference may be a driving force for changes in perceived pitch. Figure 2 , the vertical lines around the circles indicate the range of acoustic frequencies considered similar to the electric pitch, not the variance of the estimate. The vertical lines around the randomly presented computer pitch matches (triangles) indicate the 25-75% points of the psychometric function. While the computer pitch matches in this case differ slightly from the manual matches here, the difference is small compared to the changes observed over time, e.g., compared to the lowest pitch match at 1 month, and the highest pitch matches at 3 months (open gray circles). Furthermore, there is no effect of changing current levels between 155 and 185 current units (qualitatively associated with medium to loud sound levels). (b) Effects of pulse rate. Pitch matches were obtained similar current levels for 1,200 pps (182 c.u.) and 1,800 pps (178 c.u.). There was no significant difference in the pitch-matched ranges at these two different pulse rates.
electrode six-pitch matches for seven subjects with long-term results (S2, S6, S7, S10, S11, S19, and S21) relative to their preferred, or most often used, speech processor frequency ranges allocated to electrode 6. The y -axis is the pitch sensation relative to the logarithmic center of the frequency range, where 0 reflects a perfect match to the center, and the dotted lines indicate the relation to the average upper and lower bound of the frequency allocation of the speech processor for electrode 6. The vertical lines indicate standard deviations at times when multiple estimates were taken. The early pitch matches (black bars) are clearly more mismatched to the frequency allocation range (outside the dotted lines) than the late pitch matches (gray bars) for four out of seven subjects (S2, S7, S11, S21). For two out of seven subjects (S10 and S19), the early pitch match is already within the range of frequency allocation, and the late pitch match remains within the range, suggesting a lack of driving force for change. The last subject, S6, shows an overshoot effect in going from a too high pitch to a too low pitch for the allocated frequency range. This may mean that other factors besides speech processor frequencies may influence changes in pitch perception. Long-term speech scores plotted as a function of early-and late-pitch sensations across subjects. Speech reception scores (for consonants) were significantly correlated (Pearson R two-tailed test) with early pitch sensations for the electric-alone (E-alone) (c; PG0.05) conditions, but not for the acoustic + electric (A + E) or acoustic-alone (A-alone) condition (a and e); in contrast, for late pitch sensations, no significant correlations were observed (b, d, f). When speech scores are correlated vs linear instead of log frequency, the results are the same, with all conditions remaining uncorrelated except E-alone, which is even more significantly correlated (R=0.75, PG0.01). Early subjects include: S2, S6, S7, S9, S10, S11, S14, S16, S17, S19, and S21. Late subjects include: S2, S3, S5, S6, S7, S8, S10, S11, S12, S15, S17, S19, and S21.
Correlations of electric pitch with speech reception performance
We also compared pitch sensations with long-term speech reception performance with the implant. Figure 9 shows that early, but not late, pitch sensations were correlated with speech reception performance in hybrid subjects under electric-only conditions. Specifically, speech performance under electric-only conditions was significantly and positively correlated with early pitch sensation (Fig. 9c) , with subjects with high early pitch sensations performing better with the implant than those with low pitch sensations. These results are consistent with our previously stated hypothesis that higher early pitch sensations are indicative of a larger population of surviving neurons located near the hybrid Bshortê lectrode implant in the basal end of the cochlea. No significant correlation was observed for the acoustic + electric or acoustic-alone condition, which measured performance independent of the implant (Fig. 9a,e) . Note that acoustic + electric and acoustic-alone conditions have fewer data points due to the fact that while direct electric data were collected for all subjects, there was not always enough time to also get data for acoustic + electric or acoustic-alone.
Also note that early and late pitch matches were sometimes obtained for different subject populations either because of limited access to some patients (from other clinical trial centers) or because we were sometimes initially unable to match early high pitch sensations to an audible frequency, but were able to match later pitch sensations to a lower frequency in the audible frequency range (see below).
In contrast, late pitch sensations did not predict speech performance; no correlation of speech with late pitch matches was observed under any condition (Fig. 9b,d,f) . This latter result suggests that late pitch sensations are determined less by peripheral factors and more by central influences unrelated to speech perception.
Electric-alone speech recognition performance was also broken down by place, manner, and voicing cues (Miller and Nicely 1955) . As with the total speech scores, Figure 10 shows that these scores were significantly correlated with early pitch sensations for all three cues. These scores were again not significantly correlated with late pitch sensations for any type of cue (not shown).
DISCUSSION
Pitch changes over time
The data shown here suggest that pitch perceived through a hybrid cochlear implant can change over time. In particular, two patients, S2 and S6, exhibited a large downward shift, of more than two octaves, in pitch sensation for the most apical electrode over 3-5 years of implant experience (Fig. 2) . Other patients, S7 and S10, had smaller pitch shifts over 2-3 years. However, because of the infrequent sampling of pitch estimates over time, it is unclear whether these changes were gradual or sudden or how much of the changes could be attributed to intra-and intersession variability.
A second group of patients was tested at shorter time intervals and with more repeat measurements, up to 13 months (Figs. 4, 5) . Several of these patients also showed small changes in pitch sensation over this short time frame. The preliminary data for these subjects suggest systematic and slow changes that could eventually lead to the larger changes observed for S2 and S6 at long time scales and imply that the changes seen for the former group are also systematic and slow. However, intra-and intersession variability on the order of one-half to one octave is also evident at the shorter time intervals for these subjects, especially S17 and S21. While subjects S2 and S6 showed pitch changes much larger than those attributable to variability, it is not known whether the majority of subjects will eventually show significant changes larger than those attributable to variability. Regardless, the finding of highly variable pitch estimates in some patients within and across sessions is still relevant. These data emphasize the importance of checking the contribution of variability to pitch estimates, a factor that has been perhaps under-emphasized in previous studies of cochlear implant pitch perception. Why are the pitch estimates so variable in the hybrid patients? As with long-electrode patients, sometimes patients report that the quality of sounds from individual electrodes are less precise than the acoustically presented tones coming from a headphone. This suggests that for these patients, electrical stimulation may produce a more diffuse than puretone-like percept. It is also possible that some patients are pitch-matching to multiple tonal percepts from the implant and that this accounts for some of the variability.
Alternatively, some patients may have octave confusions during the pitch-matching task, and these confusions may contribute to the variability or changes seen in the data over time. If so, then pitch rankings should be changing non-monotonically from Blower^to Bhigher^and back with increased acoustic frequency, and similarly at approximately each octave. Two subjects (S11 and S21) exhibited possible octave confusions at their latest time points, which could plausibly account for the variability seen in their pitch matches. Note that these octave confusions encompassed only one octave, i.e., the effect did not persist beyond one octave of the frequency range. Furthermore, this effect was not seen in most subjects, even with fine frequency sampling over a wide frequency range. Therefore, these octave confusions are a plausible partial explanation for pitch changes or variability of up to one octave, but not likely to explain changes of two octaves or more. Nonetheless, as it is difficult to know exactly what patients are perceiving in all cases in the present data and in previous pitch-matching studies, some caution is appropriate.
Long-term changes in pitch perception associated with a fixed place of stimulation in the auditory periphery have not been reported previously. These results suggest that under Bunnatural^stimulation conditions, the central auditory system might have a major contribution to the tonotopic coding of sound frequency. In fact, this would not be surprising given the presence of analogous perceptual changes in other sensory systems. The cerebral cortex is known to reorganize greatly in response to major, traumatic changes in afferent input, such as digit amputation or cochlear lesions (Buonamano and Merzenich 1998) . Sensory systems have also been shown to adapt to altered patterns of sensory input. In the visual system, for instance, it has been shown in owls that while prisms will initially cause systematic localization errors, the owls eventually adapt their visuo-motor responses and even adjust their auditory maps to align with the new visual maps; furthermore, these changes are reflected physiologically (review: Knudsen 2002).
Relationship of electric pitch to cochlear place
The most apical electrode in the hybrid implant is implanted approximately 10.5 mm from the cochlear base. If this electrode is stimulating nearby dendritic nerve fibers associated with the hair cells, the Greenwood frequency-place function predicts a pitch sensation between 2,800 and 4,700 Hz, depending on electrode insertion angle and cochlear length (Greenwood 1990; Leake et al. 2006) . Stimulation of spiral ganglion cells instead of dendrites, on the other hand, would have little effect on predicted pitch sensation in the basal region of the cochlea under consideration (Leake et al. 2006) . Almost all of the pitch sensations are lower than predicted, by place of electrical stimulation, consistent with most previous studies of pitch sensation in cochlear implants. Often proposed reasons for lower-thanexpected pitch estimates include reduced basal nerve survival, nonlinear stimulation patterns, and stimulation of spiral ganglion cells instead of dendrites (although the last seems to be a small factor in the basal region as discussed by Leake et al. 2006) .
The results of the current study suggest another explanation. Several subjects with both early and late pitch data had a downward shift in pitch sensation over time (Fig. 8) . The speech perception data show that early, but not late, pitch sensations were strongly correlated with speech reception performance in hybrid subjects (Fig. 9) . These two results together suggest that while often lower than expected, early pitch sensations may still reflect electrical stimulation patterns along the tonotopic organization of the nerve array. On the other hand, late pitch sensations may be determined less by peripheral factors and more by central influences.
Shifts in pitch sensation over time may help to explain some discrepancies in previous pitch estimation studies. Three of the four previous studies of absolute implant pitch perception have yielded results inconsistent with the cochlear place principle, with pitch sensations one to three octaves lower than expected based on cochlear place of stimulation (Dorman et al. 1994; Blamey et al. 1996b; Boex et al. 2006 ). The one study that found pitch sensations to correspond roughly to cochlear place frequency differed from the others in that it was conducted in a unilaterally deaf patient during (and soon after) implantation surgery (Eddington et al. 1978) . Thus, the Eddington et al. data are similar to the BEarlyp itch matches of the present study, while the other studies cited above correspond to BLate^data. While it is known that hearing loss can cause diplacusis, i.e., a difference in the pitch sensation between the two ears, these differences are typically on the order of 12-25% in unilaterally hearing impaired subjects (Gaeth and Norris 1965; Knight 2004) and much smaller in binaurally impaired subjects (Robinson and Gaeth 1975; Burns and Turner 1986) . Such small differences due to diplacusis clearly cannot account for a one-to three-octave discrepancy in pitch sensation. Experience-dependent changes in pitch sensation over time may better explain the large discrepancies between these studies, as the other studies with low pitch matches were conducted long after implantation, usually years later.
Mechanisms of electric pitch shifts
Previously, only modest plasticity in the form of sharpened or enhanced tuning due to behavioral conditioning has been observed in normal-hearing listeners and expanded receptive fields due to cochlear lesions in animal models (review: Irvine and Wright 2005). Shifts in absolute pitch perception over time, on the other hand, have not been reported other than in diplacusis with sudden hearing loss, which is usually attributed to mechanical/peripheral causes and of a much smaller scale than the maximum of approximately two octaves observed in the present study.
What could be the driving force for shifts in absolute pitch perception? One possible driving force is suggested by the convergence of the late pitch sensations to the relatively low speech processor frequencies allocated to the corresponding electrode, as shown in Figure 8 . This mismatched frequency allocation will cause perceived speech to sound very different from the original, real-world speech representation before implantation and may cause the brain to adapt or remap the frequencies it hears through the implant so that speech Bsounds more like it is supposed to^. While the frequency allocations are not exactly matched to the new pitch sensations for individual subjects, it is possible that the brain shifts the sensation only approximately to restore the Bnormal^quality of speech. The simultaneous acoustic stimulation from the residual acoustic hearing in the opposite ear may also be a driving force in auditory plasticity. In other words, the pitch shifts may be driven by the difference in perceived pitch between the two ears due to the severe spectral shift from the implant, i.e., implant-induced diplacusis much larger than that seen in normal hearing or hearing-impaired subjects may be a driving force for perceptual remapping of frequency. Note that while one of the assumptions is that the acoustic reference, or opposite ear, is stable, it is certainly also possible that the central perception of the acoustic reference could be increasing over time. Alternatively, the pitch shifts may even be driven by perceived differences between the acoustic and electric components of a sound heard in the same ear.
Another possibility is that decreases in the number of surviving high frequency nerve fibers in the implanted ear would cause the implant to stimulate lower frequency fibers instead, thus, eliciting a lower pitch sensation. This seems unlikely because (1) residual hearing remained stable in the ipsilateral ear, within 10-20 dB, in all but two subjects (S6 and S7), and one of these subjects still had considerable usable residual hearing (S6); and (2) electric-only implant speech performance remained the same or even improved slightly over this time period (Figs. 2 and 4) .
It is conceivable that traditional long electrode implant patients could also have changes in pitch perception over time. Both hybrid and traditional implant patients note that speech through their implant initially sounds Bsqueaky^, but later sounds more normal and like regular speech [Dorman et al. 1997; personal observations] . This again suggests that implant processors commonly assign speech frequencies to the wrong frequency-place locations, although the mismatch would be much smaller for traditional implant patients. This spectral mismatch appears to have little impact on future speech reception performance, suggesting that implant users can eventually adapt. This belies other short-term studies of speech reception performance with spectrally mismatched speech in normal hearing simulations (Dorman et al. 1997; Fu and Shannon 1999b; Faulkner et al. 2003) , but is consistent with longerterm studies showing that cochlear implant users can adapt over months (Rosen et al. 1999; Fu et al. 2005) .
Correlations with speech reception and nerve survival
Previous studies of other factors indirectly related to neuronal survival have generally found that the duration of deafness, but not the cause of deafness or age of onset, are correlated with speech perception in traditional implant subjects (e.g., Kileny et al. 1991; Gantz et al. 1993; Summerfield and Marshall 1995; Rubinstein et al. 1999 ; for a complete review, see Blamey et al. 1996a ). This study suggests that absolute pitch perception may also be indirectly correlated with nerve survival. Specifically, individual differences in the amount of nerve survival in the cochlear base is one factor that may explain the highly significant positive correlation of early pitch sensations with electric-only speech reception performance across hybrid implant subjects. In other words, those subjects with greater basal nerve survival in the location of the implant are hypothesized to have both high (early) pitch sensations (corresponding to predictions based on electrode cochlear location) and better speech reception performance; hence, the positive correlation.
This result is in contrast to previous direct measures of nerve survival in human temporal bones of cochlear implant recipients which have shown little or negative correlation of nerve fiber survival with speech performance (Nadol et al. 2001; Khan et al. 2005) . The previous lack of correlation may be due to the greater heterogeneity of the traditional implant recipient groups included in these previous studies; these recipients not only have different devices and processing strategies, but also most likely include both pre-and post-lingually deafened individuals. In contrast, the individuals in the current study are highly homogeneous in their use of a single processor type (most used Cochlear brand Nucleus 24 or Freedom, or Cochlear_s experimental SPEAR processor which was programmed with similar parameters), processing strategy (ACE), post-lingual onset of deafness, and a highly localized location (6 mm in the basal end only) for electrode stimulation. The post-lingual onset of deafness may be especially important for eliminating variance due to cognitive factors. However, future direct verification through temporal bone studies of hybrid implant recipients is needed to verify the hypothesized link of these two parameters to nerve survival.
The results seen here may also seem surprising given previous literature showing that deeper insertion produces lower pitch and higher speech reception performance. The difference between this study and those studies is that insertion depth is considered unlikely to be the main variable that determines pitch sensation in this study. The hybrid implant involves a relatively straightforward insertion with a better repeatability of insertion depth than the long electrode. We consider it more likely that the dominant variable is nerve survival at that particular insertion range near the stimulating electrode, i.e., a low pitch would reflect poor nerve survival nearby and thus poor electrode specificity.
This result may have a clinical application, whatever the reason for the link between pitch sensations and speech performance. The correlation suggests that early pitch sensations can be used as a predictive and diagnostic measure early in hybrid implant use (within 3 months) for whether the patient will do well with the device after a year. These findings may also have important implications for the possible success of binaural cochlear implantation. The observation that pitch can change over time, together with the implication that early pitch matches might more closely reflect peripheral innervation patterns, also suggest that efforts to provide Bplace-matchedb inaural stimulation for patients with two implants might be more closely achieved by using early pitch matches to align frequency mappings to the two ears.
CONCLUSION
Until now, it has been generally assumed that the periphery dominates sensory perception through the implant and that many aspects of implant performance measured psychophysically (i.e., pitch, frequency resolution, intensity discrimination) reflect peripheral status. If the central auditory system can also influence electric sensations as suggested by these data, then the results of such previous studies may need to be reinterpreted, especially those measuring pitch perception in cochlear implant users. The possibility that absolute pitch sensation can be influenced by experience also has implications for current theories of pitch perception, including the importance of other factors besides cochlear place in the coding scheme (van den Brink et al. 1976 ).
